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WMP is a collective and community
of parents, experts, and brands
dedicated to elevating the experience
of modern parenthood.

We curate and create courses, workshops, and
exclusive content with our collective of experts
and brands in the areas of wellness, lifestyle,
personal development & childhood development.

The WMP Mission + Vision
Our mission is to help modern parents cultivate the
skills they need to not merely survive, but THRIVE in
modern parenthood

Whole Modern Parent launched during the infamous "Spring of
2020." A pregnant co-founder, a pandemic, lockdowns, infants
and toddlers home forever, why not start a new business, right?
COVID-19 has unmasked what most modern parents know, we
are not really okay and we are not really well supported. Growing
up as children of the 80s and 90s, most of us didn't learn about
things like wellness modalities, self care, growth mindset, antiracism, financial wellness, or essentialism. So much happened in
the personal and childhood development space between our
childhoods and our parenthoods. Now, as a generation of parents,
we are left in the gap space between not knowing things that we
yet need to teach or exemplify to our children.
Both Lydia and Michelle felt this gap acutely and often found
themselves discussing how to better bridge this gap in knowledge
and took turns exchanging aha moments , modalities, and
movements. They came to agree that these developments in
personal development and wellness are the keys to building better
personal and family lives in which modern parents can THRIVE
and not merely survive. We refer to this process of building a
better life as "lifestyle architecture." The same materials are
accessible to everyone and yet we will all build a different
structure to suit our needs and values.
Our solution to helping all parents bridge their personal gaps and
build better lives is to connect parents with experts in fields of
wellness, psychology, life coaching, finance, childhood
development and more. Together with our collective of experts,
we create exclusive content and courses that are designed to help
parents at any and all stages of parenthood have a better and
more confident experience of their parenthood journey.

The Founders:
Michelle Briggs &
Lydia Benham

Michelle and Lydia connected in a
female founders mastermind
group, becoming fast friends and
support for each other in the brave
new world of business and
motherhood.
In 2017 they began collaborating
and officially became partners in
business.
Whole Modern Parent is their first
co-founded company.

Lydia Benham

Lydia thought she knew
all the struggles from a 10
year career in tech but
met her match with two
little ones, 2 years apart.
She learned the gift of
community and knowing
she wasn't alone as a
mama and is sharing that
with the WMP
community.

Michelle Briggs

Michelle is a marketer
turned trademark attorney
turned entrepreneur.
She is also the founder of
Basal Baby and mother to
three (mostly) sweet boys.

exclusive
content
Membership & Book Club
Monthly Content Digest Email
Courses
Workshops
Speaker Series
Expert Collective

membership
launching November 2020

Book of the month club
Monthly expert led discussion group
Access to all WMP expert content
Free access to all Workshops
Discounts on WMP courses
Member perks from WMP brands

digest

Your monthly curation of exclusive WMP expert
content delivered direct to your inbox.
Each edition features a meditation, workout, and
recipes alongside other expert offerings.

courses

We work together with a handful of our experts to help
them bring to life a signature course offering.
Helping our experts to expand their offerings and
businesses into the virtual space has been an
incredible privilege, especially as COVID-19 has
threatened many of our experts' livelihoods as
business owners.

courses

workshops
A real time learning opportunity. Our monthly workshops
are taught by industry experts so that you can learn,
connect and engage with other parents and experts.

speaker
series
Launching 2021

collective
Explore our current roster of WMP experts.
We add new experts weekly.

Want to work
together?

Contact our team at
pr@wholemodernparent.com
for collaborations and partnerships.
@wholemodernparent
@wholemodernparent
www.wholemodernparent.com
PR@wholemodernparent.com

